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Eco-Apocalyptic fiction stands apart from the mythology and tradition of apocalyptic
ideas in its absence of rebirth. Pagan apocalyptic traditions include a new beginning, or restarting
a cycle-the Norse apocalypse results in a cleansed world, while Greek tradition claims when
humans became too depraved, they will be replaced by a new race. Christianity includes aspects
of that tradition, as well, since Noah's ark functioned like an apocalyptic cleansing. The cycle
requires humanity to decline and be scourged.
Apocalyptic literature of the past includes a cleansing of the population before starting
anew. Apocalyptic fiction grows in popularity after World War II. Though most of these works
feature a partial apocalypse with room to begin the cycle again, such as Alas, Babylon, A
Canticle for Leibowitz, Z for Zacharia, and I Am Legend, fiction acknowledging absolute death
started to emerge. On the Beach explores how a nuclear extermination can lead to a literal
apocalypse, with no room for renewal, in a tangible way. Cultural theorists Paul Virilio and
Sylvere Lotringer coin the term "pure war," defining it as "the psychological condition that
results when people know that they live in a world where the possibility for absolute destruction
(e.g., nuclear holocaust) exists .... pure war becomes an internal condition, a perpetual state of
preparation for absolute destruction and for personal, social, and cultural death" (Borg, 1). The
concept of pure war that emerges fro:t? the nuclear era can be seen in contemporary
environmental fiction, merging absolute death with environmental consciousness. Though
nuclear weapons allowed people to recognize pure war, environmental anxiety has replaced the
fear of nuclear attack in the immediacy of scarce resources, overpopulation, and the threat of
global warming. The anxiety that fueled Earth Abides and Thomas Malthus' Essay on the
Principles of Population combines with pure war fears and the stakes for environmental
consciousness go up considerably.
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From this, the idea of an eco-apocalypse emerges-absolute environmental death with
little to no possibility of renewal. Though in some cases, like The Road, human fate is tied into
the environment, absolute death often eliminates the eco-system and spares humans. The eco
apocalypse explores human connectivity with the environment when the relationship with the
eco-system has been irrevocably severed. The disunity creates a very literal effect-humanity
can only survive within an isolating cycle of production and consumption, and has no tools to
survive if the cycle is interrupted. The pure war concept underscores an eco-apocalypse and
influences the landscape, the relationship with the environment, and the deteriorating
civilization.
Feelings of responsibility for the environment create a phenomenon that has been
popularly labeled 'green guilt.' The cultural impact reflects on both literature and spending
habits. Jason Kirby discusses a recent fad, in which "carbon offset providers... " perform
environmental tasks such as planting trees to make up for the carbon output of a plane flight to
make up for "environmental indiscretions" (Kirby). Our culture has become extremely conscious
of the damaging effects of overextension of resources and wasteful habits, and guilt about the
contribution to global warming and pollution has fueled companies like carbon offset providers
that target this guilt. Stephen Asma, in his article "Green Guilt" writes: "instead of religious sins
plaguing our conscience, we now have the transgressions of leaving the water running, leaving
the lights on, failing to recycle, and using plastic grocery bags instead of paper" (Asma). He
argues that environmental anxiety has replaced religious anxiety, and an environmentally
enlightened world faces accountability for what is being interpreted as the unspoken imminent
decline following irresponsible green practices.
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As environmental consciousness grows acutely geared towards the human impact, the
nature of dystopian and post-apocalyptic texts do as well. Though dystopian fiction traditionally
features disunity from the natural world, eco-conscious dystopian fiction is alienated because the
environment is absent or damaged so it can no longer support natural life due to human
influence. Post-apocalyptic fiction follows makes use of isolation, moving from a human or
cultural apocalypse, like George Stewart's Earth Abides and Mary Shelley's The Last Man, to a
more encompassing apocalypse of a whole eco-system. The Road, Feed, and "The People of
Sand and Slag" are set in a future in which the apocalypse of an eco-system has occurred.
Human life is impacted by the loss of the natural world, and without an eco-system serving as
"common satellite" to function within, (McCarthy, 15), the humanity of these future societies
grows ambiguous.
Humanity becomes inherently linked to the eco-system, and a combination of stinted
evolution, techno-phobia, or moral lapse creates a society that does not function as strictly
human. A study by Julian Warner, "Organs of the Human Brain, Constructed by the Human
Hand?: The Epistomology oflnformational Technology," discusses anxiety connected to
information technology. She surmises technology "has also been characterized as artificial, in the
sense of unnatural, and sometimes as threatening" (Warner). Similarly, some feel technology, "in
its exclusion of human activity, open[s] up the possibility of a comparable critique which insists
on human agency" (Warner). Warner's studies show that technology is often seen as restrictive
to communication and relationships, and even destructive to the self. On a similar thread,
Stephan Theil writes about what he calls 'green technophobia,' anxiety about nanotechnology,
genetic engineering, and chemically altering the natural world. In Germany in 2008, "four
universities ... voluntarily ordered their geneticists to shut down field studies, citing public
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pressure and the systematic destruction of their research by activists opposed to genetically
modified organisms" (Theil). Sweden went further, "writing the dignity of plants into their
Constitution" so no pesticides or disease resistant chemicals would be used on their crops
(Theil). There is a cultural fear �fsynthetic invasion on the natural, particularly the human,
which reflects in the post-human elements ofeco-apocalyptic fiction.
The apocalypse ofan eco-system inexorably impacts society, regardless ofself
sustainability. The post-human characters in the eco-apocalyptic texts The Road, Feed, and "The
People ofSand and Slag" speak to the rise ofenvironmental consciousness in the context of
green guilt. The characters face dehumanization either as a replacement for religious penance, as
Stephen Asma would argue, or a demonstration 0fthe harmful effects oftampering with the
natural world, as the European activists against genetically modified organisms would assert.
Eco-apocalyptic fiction explores how the eco-system, relationships, and bodies reflect the
dehumanizing effects ofsevering the inter-dependent relationship with the natural world.

I. Eco-System

The characters' isolation from the eco-system is a central theme in.an eco-apocalypse, as
well as explorations ofnew landscapes outside ofthe natural world. The isolation contributes to
dehumanization since the characters have no opportunities to remove themselves from inorganic
landscapes to observe the world objectively. Lawrence Buell argues that "to disregard the fact
that human cultural production is embedded in the natural world is to entertain a selective vision
that places humankind in a pre-Copernican position of centrality it does not deserve" (Buell,
1090). This vision of centrality and superiority over the natural world is the setting for Feed and
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"The People of Sand and Slag," while The Road demonstrates the after-effects of this
assumption. Society's anthropocentric attitude and entrapment within a metropolitan landscape
lead to alienation from the environment and is a major contribution to the creation of post
humans.
The anthropocentric treatment of the natural world is explored in depth, since the
resulting environmental destruction is the catalyst for dehumanization. Society's interactions
with the synthetic or remaining natural landscape allows insight into the withdrawal from the
natural world and reveals the long term effects of anthropocentricism. Dr. Klaus Benesch
comments on what he believes to be an erroneous attitude:
What we call "nature" has always been a cultural construct that helped to measure
human progress and civilization rather than denote an independent realm outside
or beyond the.human. From this perspective, scientific discovery and
technological progress do not mark a further alienation from the natural but an
ever-greater involvement in it. (Benesch, 439).
The anthropocentric attitude described contributes to over-extension of resources and
overpopulation. Eco-apocalyptic fiction responds by portraying the detrimental effects of this
ideology in the setting of the natural world. These eco-apocalyptic societies treat the natural
world purely as a commodity, and the effect is established in the barren landscape. The texts
demonstrate an anthropocentric relationship with the natural world, and the hazards of
prioritizing human progress over a symbiotic relationship with the eco-system.
The technologically enhanced characters in M. T. Anderson's Feed view the natural world
as an expendable resource. Each of the characters has a 'feed'·implanted in their brain that
allows them to instant message one another, watch television, and make purchases all within
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their minds. The changes this has made in the mentalities of people surfaces when Titus responds
with bafflement, even anger, to a landscape painting: "now I saw that there was no one on the
boat, which was even more stupid, and was kind of how I felt, that the sails were up, and the
rudder was, well, whatever rudders are, but there was no one on board to look at the horizon"
(Anderson, 49). Titus cannot find value in a painting without direct human motives incorporated,
a strong reflection of his society's value of efficiency. The same ideals can be seen when Titus'
father asks: "do you know how expensive trees are, next to an air factory?" (125). Earth's natural
processes are inefficient and undervalued-reduced to product comparisons based on cost
efficiency. The predominant value is function-an air factory functions more efficiently than
trees. Like Benesch describes, the society understands nature only as a way to measure human
accomplishments.
Efficiency over preservation can also be seen in Paulo Bacigalupi's short story "The
People of Sand and Slag," which takes place in a world with no remaining eco-system after
weeviltech technology allowed humans to eat anything---even dirt. The biologist Musharraf
describes the anthropocentric attitude towards the natural world when he explains the work that
goes into keeping a living organism alive: "manufacturing a basic organism's food is quite
complex. Clean rooms, air filters, special lights" (47). The ecosystem is a matter of economy
when it is no longer fiscally practical, it is done away with. Like Feed's use of air factories, the
biological tweaks to the human body have allowed for the environment to be treated as a
functional mechanism, and when preserving the natural world is no longer efficient, they stop.
"The People of Sand and Slag" also responds to Benesch's argument in terms of pure
resource consumption. The landscape in "The People of Sand and Slag" portrays the
consumption of resources in the setting of unchecked strip mining. The company's function is
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therefore appropriate-a mining operation, an industry that requires a destructive impact on the
eco-system and physically manipulating the environment. Though the actual purpose of SesCo' s
operations are never directly addressed, Bacigulupi describes the physical impact on the
environment: "mining robots rumbled back and forth, ripping deeper into the earth, turning it
into a mush of tailings and rock acid that they left in exposed ponds when they hit the water
table, or piled into thousand-foot mountainscapes of waste soil" (Bacigalupi, 43). Even the
earth's crust is being manipulated after the ecosystem has been destroyed. The people in this
dystopian world have so stripped Earth's resources that Benesh's commentary has been
outdated-the environment no longer serves as a mark of human progress, since even the terrain
has been abused and reshaped beyond recognition.
Com1ack McCarthy's contrast between stark language of the present and the rich imagery
of memories make the landscape scenes stand out among the rest of the terse diction in the post
apocalyptic novel The Road. The distinction between the different tones allows for the setting to
be displayed in language that departs from the third person limited of the rest of the novel.
McCarthy writes apart from the struggling lives of the remaining humans to look objectively at
the devastating reality of a destroyed eco-system:
The soft black talc blew through the streets like squid ink uncoiling along a sea
floor and the cold crept down and the dark came early and the scavengers passing
down the steep canyons with their torches trod silky holes in the drifted ash that
closed behind them silently as eyes. Out on the roads the pilgrims sank down and
fell over and died and the bleak and shrouded earth went trundling past the sun
and returned again as trackless and as unremarked as the path of any nameless
sisterworld in the ancient dark beyond. (McCarthy, 181)
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Because the narration pulls the perspective away from the immediate situation by expanding to a
universal perspective, the struggling humans are presented as just another part of the dying
ecosystem. The pilgrims are mentioned in the same objective description as the physical
movement of the wind and the orbit of stars. This passage takes a different approach to
dismissing the treatment of nature as a measure of human progress by giving the readers a visual
taste of how inconsequential human life is to the universal landscape. Humans are described as
indistinguishable from the eco-system, not more important or responsible for it. The objective
passage unbalances the anthropocentric treatment of the environment by reversing the role and
showing humans as a part of natural processes. McCarthy removes the readers from their
investment in the human lives of the story and expands their perspective to reveal the movement
of masses many times larger than Earth or its living remains. The objective and impassive
landscape is an argument against anthropocentricism.
The landscape in Feed, "The People of Sand and Slag," and The Road combines and
contrasts images of the natural world with synthetic or barren settings. The landscapes offer
paradoxical combinations of the organic and inorganic to explore the effects of alienation from
the natural world and its role in eventual dehumanization. The infertile eco-system bars a process
of transformation for the protagonist, though the tension between the natural and synthetic
indicates the problem is in the environment and not the character. Northrop Frye proposes in his
popular Anatomy of Criticism that the narrative "begins in a world represented as a normal
world, moves into the green world, goes into a metamorphosis there in which the cosmic
resolution is achieved, and returns to the normal world" (Frye, 182). Without a green world to
allow the characters to remove themselves from the inorganic landscape enough to reflect on it
objectively, the characters' ability to change is significantly stifled.
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Feed includes a few shifts away from Titus' perspective to snips of news and media that
are a part of the constant flow of information Titus' feed supplies: "The cities back then, just
after the forests died, were full of wonders, and you'd stumble on them-these princes of the air
on common rooftops-the rivers that burst through city streets so they ran like canals-the
rabbits in parking garages ... " (94). The passage describes the evolution of the natural to the
synthetic and gradual loss of the green world. The transitory phase contains striking similarities
to contemporary suburban habitats. As neighborhoods and the eco-system encroach on one
another's territory, the environments meld. The passage follows Buell's model of environmental
examination and "dramatizes the presence within the history of urbanization and industrializatibn
of forms of environmentalism ... " to present the movement of "environmental degradation" in
Feed's transformation from suburban to urban (Buell, 707). Not only does natural life combine
with human settings, but the physical world itself-the rivers bursting through city streets
shows how the environments are meshing, becoming indistinguishable, and offering fewer
opportunities to remove oneself from the metropolis.
A green world may still exist in Feed, however, though Titus only finds out about it when
Violet tells him: "animals live in ducts, sometimes whole herds ... stampeding through the walls.
There [are] new kinds of fungus ... making jungles where the cables [run] ....slugs so big a
toddler [can] ride them sidesaddle. The natural world is so adaptable ... you wonder what's
natural" (190-191). The characters never find this green world where natural life still grows, the
next progression in melding the natural landscape and metropolis. While earlier rabbits could be
found in parking garages, the remnants of the remaining natural world has been reduced to
fungus and slugs behind walls and out of sight. Violet and Titus never find the remaining natural
world, if it exists. Violet's elusive comment 'you wonder what's natural' leads to some
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suspicions that even this corner of green has been altered. However, Anderson does include
evidence that the natural world is still hanging on, even if the characters never get a chance to
experience it.
Violet and Titus do get a chance to interact with a parody of the green world on a trip to a
meat farm, described in beautiful language reminiscent of the natural world:
The Clouds™ were all turning pink in front of us. We could see all these miles of
filet mignon from where we were sitting, and some places where the genetic
coding had gone wrong and there, in the middle of the beef, the tissue had formed
a horn or an eye or a heart blinking up at the sunset, which was this brag red, and
which hit on all those miles of muscle and made it flex and quiver, with all these
shudders running across the top of it, and birds were flying over, crying kind of
sad, maybe seagulls looking for garbage, and the whole thing, with the beef, and
the birds, and the sky, it all glowed like there was a light inside it, which it was
time to show us now. (144)
The scene is described in positive diction, and is reminiscent of natural imagery. Anderson takes
this language and applies it to a scene produced entirely by humans. The couple runs through
hedges not unlike Hermia or Helena, lovers in nature. The hedges in Feed, however, are a
grotesque genetic alteration of animal flesh. The reader recognizes the familiar structure, but the
absent natural world does not allow the characters an opportunity for change. By describing an
artificial setting in terms so similar to the romantic trope, Anderson isolates the human from the
natural. But there is some irony in the scene as well-the two characters live in a synthetic
world, and this lump of animal, mutated and genetically altered as it might be, is the closest they
get to an organic setting. Therefore the filet mignon farm functions as the natural setting of
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sanctuary from society, but the synthetic language asserts that the green world is not within reach
for Titus and Violet.
Like Anderson, Bacigalupi contrasts the natural world and the destructive pollution by
knitting the two concepts together. In Hawaii, the narrator Chet says it is " ... good to look out on
a limitless horizon... to walk along the beach holding hands" (Bacigalupi, 52). The romantic
scene is contrasted by the "black waves crash[ing] on the sand" (52), indicating a massive
volume of oil. Similarly, "rags ofjaundiced snow" and "acids of the catchment ponds" combine
a clean natural image with disease and pollution around the mining operation (41, 42), further
melding the green world with the synthetic so the green world ceases to exist. The diction
throughout the piece laces human influence on every aspect of the setting, creating an isolated
realm of no escape for characters with the potential to reform.
Because The Road takes the anthropocentric treatment of the environment in Feed and
"The People of Sand and Slag" to the ultimate conclusion, it remains stark in its presentation of
descriptions. Fragmented and straightforward language describes the world: "the wet gray flakes
twisting and falling out of nothing. Gray slush by the roadside" (McCarthy, 16). The images are
reduced to a grey scale, cold, and dirty. Like the jaundiced snow in "The People of Sand and
Slag," the snow in The Road measures the damage done to the environment, which has no
remaining hope of a green world's return.
The man's vivid memories of the past contrast the bleak language of the present with
sentences packed with life and movement:
In that long ago somewhere very near this place he'd watched a falcon fall down
the long blue wall of the mountain and break with the keel of its breastbone the
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midmost from a flight of cranes and take it to the river below all gangly and
wrecked and trailing its loose and blowsy plumage in the autumn air. (20)
While Feed and "The People of Sand and Slag" entwine images of the synthetic or barren into an
unforgiving infertile landscape, McCarthy is conscious of his present reality and positioning iri
time. The diametric landscapes of the man's memories and the present reflect The Road's post
apocalyptic subject matter, and place the green world concretely in the past. Though the
destruction has more finality in The Road, the father has experienced a green world and has a
place for his memories to return. The man calls the time before the apocalypse "in that long
ago," placing distance and antiquity between current and past and detaching himself from
memories of the green world. Opportunities for change remain in a past where the natural world
could still be preserved, as the present offers no chance for resurrection.
The characters' estranged relationships with the ecosystem shifts their perspective, and
reflects in elements of isolation through the texts. Because these societies exist on a separate
plane from the ecosystem, consuming and interacting exclusively with manmade resources has
replaced a symbiotic relationship with the environment. Deprived of a green world, the bleak
alienation in the novels reflects the detrimental effects of excluding the natural world for
efficient replacements. Dependent on an eco-system or not, the current separation from the
natural world inhibits the characters and traps them in their synthetic landscapes, ultimately
leading to their dehumanization.
· In Feed, the characters have achieved independence from the environment, but replaced it
with dependence on artificial eco-systems and the influence of the feed. Titus describes the
familiar sensation of falling asleep at home with some eerie distinctions:
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I could feel all of my family asleep in their own way around me, in the empty
house, in our bubble, where we could turn on and off the sun and the stars, and
the feed spoke to me real quiet about new trends ... and as I fell asleep, the feed
murmured to me again and again: All shall be well ... and all shall be well. .. and
all manner of things shaJ,/ be well. (Anderson, 147-148)
The specification-'in our bubble'---applies a physical barrier between the characters in this
society and the natural world, while the pacifying voice of the feed works as an abstract barrier.
In both cases, the figurative and physical microcosms force the society to function in an isolated
environment.
The natural world is not completely forgotten, however. Violet's bucket list expresses
yearning to interact with the eco-system and restore it, and includes several impossible
aspirations for such a deteriorated environment:
4. I want to sit with you in a place where I can't hear engines.
5. Is there moss anywhere?
6. I want to go under the sea and watch the last fishes
... 18 ... We'll sit by the lake, which won't steam like lakes do and won't move
when the wind isn 't on it, or burn sticks... (229 ... 231)
Though the bucket list applies to her own impending death, it includes items that are no longer a
part of the remaining eco-system, such as moss, so that many of Violet's dreams for the future
are actually rooted the natural world of the past.
Bacigalupi does not soften the impact of human influence on the environment, or express
direct longing for a past time with a functioning eco-system like Violet, but presents the
landscape surrounding SesCo in the same objective voice as the rest of the short story: "boulders,
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some as large as our HEV, some cracked and shattered by high explosives, shared the slopes
with the unstable yellow shale and fine grit ofwaste materials from SesCo' s operations"
(Bacigalupi, 41). The entire landscape bears marks ofpollution and destruction. Bacigalupi does
not use condemnatory language, but the objective description of the setting characterizes
society's indifference. As Musharrafexplains; "Re-creating the web oflife isn't easy. Far more
simple to release oneself from it completely than attempt to recreate it" (47).
There are some contradicting moments, though, that suggest the past is not entirely
forgotten, and is even missed. Musharraf, one ofthe few people who still handles living
organisms, suggests eating the dog, and explains that eating meat is ''just another part ofour
heritage that's atrophied since weeviltech" (48). Weeviltech, the bio-engineered parasite in
human's digestive system that allows them to eat anything, be resistant to disease, and heal
quickly, has replaced survival mechanisms and alienated the society from the eco-system.
Though neither Musharrafnor the narrator take this as a criticism ofthe society, the degenerative
effects on culture and heritage are alluded to. After the characters take Musharraf s advice and
eat the dog, Chet is able to conceptualize the loss ofthe eco-system in the dog. Though they
"could really enjoy the beach" without having to worry about the dog (54), he ends the narrative
by saying "I remember when the dog licked my face and hauled its shaggy bulk onto my bed,
and I still remember its warm breathing beside me, and sometimes, I miss it" (54). The society in
"The People of Sand and Slag" could still benefit from a functioning eco-system, and the dog
gives physicality to the alienation. The tragedy ofthe natural world's destruction is constructed
for Chet and the reader when the dog is removed for reasons ofefficiency and a sense ofloss
remains.
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The land in Cormac McCarthy's The Road, like in Feed and "The People of Sand and
Slag," is infertile. The landscape is "looted, ransacked, ravaged. Rifled of every crumb. The
nights [are] blinding cold and casket black..." (McCarthy, 129). The industrial motif of other
works is not present, but the absence of life remains a central theme. Everything raw and fertile
that is left behind has been consumed or destroyed. When the father finds the orchard, there are
apples remaining, "hard and brown and shriveled ... dry and almost tasteless" (121), though it has
been years since the environment collapsed. Without bacteria, the remnants of the eco-system
wait to be consumed by humans, incapable of consuming itself or maintaining a cycle of growth
and decomposition. The rhetoric underscores the lifeless state of the world, describing it as
'blinding cold,' both debilitating and sterile, and 'casket black,' a terminal image as infertile as
death.
The missing tether to a concrete world expresses itself in beautiful, lonely prose filled
with inanimate images of drifting uncertainty:
He lay listening to the water drip in the woods. Bedrock, this. The cold and the
silence. The ashes of the late world carried on the bleak and temporal winds to
and fro in the void. Carried forth and scattered and carried forth again. Everything
uncoupled from its shoring. Unsupported in the ashen air. Sustained by a breath,
trembling and brief. If only my heart were stone. (11)
The man's bleak language speaks of infertility-'bedrock,' 'ashes,' and 'void' evoke a barren
emptiness in which nothing can grow or flourish. And that bleak world has nothing to connect
him to it-all the images are untethered, 'uncoupled from its shoring.' The isolation in the
passage is smothering, and demonstrates that without an ecosystem and a food chain to provide
relative positioning to the natural world, a human's situation is at best only 'sustained by a
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breath.' The father ends by connecting to the infertile landscape. The closing line, 'ifonly my
heart were stone' both expresses a desire to once again be a piece ofthe landscape, even if
inanimate, and to be able to remove himselffrom his own organic nature.

II. Inter-Human Relationships

Inter-human relationships are in jeopardy in a setting without an eco-system. The
degraded interaction between characters often directly relates to alienation from the environment,
and can be seen in limited language and crippled relationships. The environment functions as an
anchor for relative positioning-without it, humans struggle to maintain meaningful contact and
self-identity.
The negative impact on verbal communication in settings without an eco-system
emphasizes the degraded state ofhuman interaction. The ability to converse and connect to
others through language has been changed to meet concise, efficient demands. Language
stagnates without the context ofthe natural world to give meaning to phrases and comparative
imagery in Feed and The Road.
Limited language in Feed reveals itselfin short, truncated dialogue punctuated by slang
even in formal settings. The society's use oflanguage has deteriorated on a cultural level, as the
snips ofmedia in scripts and song lyrics reveal: "Is not just that it's touching,/ But that we both
are touching, I Like with our mouths are touching" (Anderson, 132). The loss oflanguage as an
effective form of communication between individuals surfaces when Titus says the vegetation
flapping in the open greenhouse is like a "squid in love with the sky" (62), to which Violet
replies: "you're the only one ofthem that uses metaphor" (63). With the addition ofthe feed, the
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characters do not need to consider how to effectively communicate. The feed provides them with
any gaps in language they might have. When Titus struggles to think of how to describe Violet:
"her spine was, I didn't know the word. Her spine was like ...?" he thinks about it for only a
moment before "the feed suggest[s] 'supple' "(14). The feed's efficiency limits the organic
thinking a character can do, so the relationships between characters are only partly established by
human contact, the rest supplemented by the feed.
Some of the most vivid and sensory dialogue in Feed comes from Loga watching a
television program and describing it to the characters whose feeds have been damaged. "You feel
the breeze on your skin. It's warm [ ....] I wish you could feel it. .. you can smell the salt. The
moon's out. It's high above everything, and soft" (58-59). The setting she describes belongs to a
natural environment not seen elsewhere in the novel. Loga communicates the environment she
sees using all the senses, demonstrating one of the strongest instances of communication outside
of Violet and her father. Titus claims he has "never heard Loga tell a story [that] good before,
and she even use[s] her hands and stuff' (58). The surprise at Loga's use of gesture provides
insight into the lapse in auditory speech and the physicality of speaking. Loga's communication
skills increase as she verbalizes a synthetic representation of the natural world. Underneath the
improved dialogue and immersive sensory language, however, the reader cannot forget the
experience is artificially produced. Titus describes: "her eyes were vacant like she was seeing
some other world, which I guess she was" (58). The 'other world' in this sense can mean both a
set for the actors, and a world that existed well before their own. A scene that could be
interpreted as demonstrating a closer interaction with the environment and others through
sensory experiences instead underscores the distance from it.
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The dialog in The Road is brief, blunt, and terse. Replies like 'ok,' 'yes,' and 'no' are
frequent and conversation is primarily for efficiency, except for moments when the boy asks
questions. Even in their most conversational moments, the gap ofexperiences between the boy
who never knew a pre-apocalyptic world and the father whose fond memories are rooted in it
inhibits their ability to communicate. The father says "we're about two hundred miles from the
coast. As the crow flies" (McCarthy, 156), a phrase that confuses the boy, who grew up in a
world where idioms cannot enhance communication, because like metaphors, idioms relate to
aspects ofthe environment or culture. Without it, the phrase loses significance. Because ofthis
gap, the man thinks "to the boy he was himselfan alien. A being from a planet that no longer
existed. The tales of which were suspect. He could not construct for the child's pleasure the
world he'd lost without constructing the loss as well ... " (154). The father's ability to identify
himselflies in relation to an ecosystem and an environment, and without it he is incapable of
defining himselfto someone without those experiences. Dependency oflanguage on an
environmental setting comes to the surface when applied to the post-apocalyptic world. Without
the context ofthe natural world, communication between father and son is limited.
In the eco-apocalyptic texts a few relationships are established, but are dependent, ·
flawed, or incomplete. The few partially successful relationships draw attention to the deep flaws
in their societies' withdrawal from the eco-system. Tension between the natural and artificial
accompanies the struggle to find companionship, emphasized by the tendency for the more
successful relationships to include a character uniquely organic within the setting. Without an
environmental context or the physicality ofthe natural world, the characters struggle to connect
to one another or a greater societal framework.
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Tension between the organic and inorganic lies at the base of Violet and Titus'
relationship, both physically in their feeds and abstractly with their different understanding of
their society. This tension expresses the greater battle between a product-based-anthropocentric
mindset and an environmentally conscious one. Violet decides to "resist the feed" (Anderson,
298), an idea foreign to a boy who thinks pre-feed computers are like "if you carried your lungs
in a briefcase and opened it to breathe" (47). The conflicting mindsets draw attention to the
anthropocentric relationship the society has to the dying ecosystem. In fact, when Violet and
Titus finally come to heads, the argument they have expresses the thematic problem in the
book-is anthropocentricism dangerous? Violet, the organic representative, accuses Titus and
.the short-sighted culture: "Do you know the earth is dead? Almost nothing lives here anymore,
except where we plant it? ... no ... we don't know any of that. We have tea parties with our
teddies. We go sledding. We enjoy being young. We take what's coming to us. That's our way"
(273). Violet attacks the self-absorbed society that does not recognize the value of the natural
world. Titus voices the society's motivation behind avoidance: "we might not be like saving the
environment or anything, but we have our own problems" (271). The characters are able to exist·
on a superficial level, but incapable of functioning on the environmentally and socially conscious
level like the one expressed in Violet's bucket list. The two ideas, environmental consciousness
and heedless progress, cannot coexist, even in a romantic relationship between young adults.
Inter-human relationships in Feed fail on a societal level as well as personal. Violet gives
an aching description of biith in Feed's America: "I was brought into the world in a room with
no one there but seven machines. We all are. My parents watched through the glass when I was
taken out of the amniotic fluid. I came into the world alone" (270). Inter-human relationships as
primal as birth and reproduction are no longer upheld or valued-nor can they be. Since the
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"ambient radiation [is] too bad for freestyle" (270), the environment is so damaged that humans
find no other option but to move away from the organic and to a self-sustaining inorganic world
where even birth is regulated. Anderson laces the novel with images that emphasize this
message. As Violet and Titus get to know one another, Titus "hope[s] she [can] see [his] smile in
the light of [his] brain" (54), referring to the monitor's lit screen. Moments of humanity are
overshadowed by the artificiality of the world they exist within.
This removal from the ecosystem and dependence on artificiality creates individuals
unable to function as a whole. In the dance club, Titus picks up a scatterfeed, a summary of
images those around him imagine: " ...women grinning, women oiling men with their fingertips,
women taking out their teeth, girls' stomachs, boys' calves ... bikini tops, fingers creeping into
nostrils ..." (38). The body parts are isolated from the whole, painting a broken picture of a
functioning unit. Since the scatterfeed samples what those around him are thinking, the visual
summary of the community's thoughts offers a holistic view into the society's fragmentation.
The poet Yearly in Bacigalupi's "The People of Sand and Slag" shows a similar
connection between the eco-system and personal relationships, though he looks outside of inter
human interaction, broadening to relationships between organic creatures. Yearly is described to
have believed "being human· meant having animals. The whole web of life thing ...he didn't want
to live without them" (51). The attitude parallels the recent discovery of the dog. The poet's
claim-being human means having animals-indicates that relative position in the eco-system
defines people as human. Without it, the characters struggle to define themselves. Once Chet is
aware of the unique relationship he is able to build with the dog because of their mutual organic
nature, he asks: "would [people of the past] even call us human?" (53). Between Yearly's
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assertion that humanity includes an eco-system, and his own experiences with the dog, Chet
faces the post-human reality his society has fallen into.
The human in Chet's society is loosely defined with little else to compare to. Though
other life forms exist in "The People of Sand and Slag," such as the centaurs, these creatures are
"basically [humans], poured into another shape" (Bacigalupi, 51). The centaurs have been
biologically manufactured: "behavior patches make them vicious ... sentience upgrades give them
the intelligence to operate military equipment" ( 45). The bio-jobs are a human tool made in
man's image. In fact, when the characters first see the dog, Jaak asks: "what kind of sick bastard
makes a bio-job without hands?" (41). Jaak's comment speaks to the efficiency of their system
humans engineer every organism, and each organism has a functional purpose, and is dependent
on humans and weeviltech for survival.
But Chet says the dog differs from bio-jobs: "it looks at us, and there's something there,
and it's not us" (51). The moment captures the isolation the human race faces when living alone
on the planet, and demonstrates the vital role placement in an ecosystem has-not just for inter
human relationships, but also inter-species. When Chet becomes a part of a greater web of life,
one that includes the dog, he cannot "help smiling as [he] drift[s] back to sleep" with the dog
asleep at his side (52). Chet's connection with the dog emphasizes that a relationship with
organic life creates fulfillment for its own sake.
Any kind of a relationship with the organic is impossible for the remaining characters in
The Road, but McCarthy contrasts the singular existence with memories of relationships within
the natural world. The father recalls a memory of an entire day spent collecting wood with his
uncle in a forest by a lake: "Neither of them had spoken a word. This was the perfect day of his
childhood. This the day to shape the days upon" (13). The memory clarifies the role the
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ecosystem plays in applying relevance to the father's life. Though the father in this instance only
has the company of one person- a situation similar to himself and his son in the post
apocalyptic world-and there was no communication in their time together, they both exist as a
piece of something larger and natural, and moved within it. The memory provides the reader a
relative position to the characters and setting-social circumstances require less effort and are
more fulfilling within the context of the natural world,just as Chet finds his relationship with
natural life more fulfilling than artificial bio-jobs in "The People of Sand and Slag."
The search for a relative position becomes central to the father, who lives in a world
where his place in an eco-system was secure before the apocalypse. The father "pored over maps
as a child, keeping one finger on the town where he lived ... themselves among others, everything
in its place. Justified to the world" (182). In this case, the father is defining himself both in terms
of geographic and communal positioning, relative in a spacial and societal context. But when
both are uprooted, the feeling of being 'justified to the world' changes:
An old chronicle. To seek out the upright. No fall but preceded by a declination.
He took great marching steps into the nothingness, counting them against his
return. Eyes closed, arms oaring. Upright to what? something nameless in the
night, lode or matrix. To which he and the stars were common satellite. Like the
great pendulum in its rotunda scribing.through the long day movements of the
universe of which you may say it knows nothing and yet know it must. (15)
The sense of dislocation recurs through the novel, emphasizing the impact of environmental
destruction on sense of self and others. The man's relationship with the boy becomes central,
because without a functioning relationship within the eco-system, the man depends on his son as
his sole mooring to the world. Because of this displacement, the characters shunt their need for a
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functional role in the eco-system onto one another. The man and the boy " ... set out along the
blacktop in the gunmetal light, shuffling through the ash, each the other's world entire"
(McCarthy, 6). After the apocalypse, the relative position-to other humans and the
environment-is compromised. The boy and the man create an artificial ecosystem between the
two ofthem to create purpose. Further, when removed from the eco-system and the food-chain,
the father and the boy become a part ofthe new, cannibalistic food-chain. Though the two do
not, as the boy says, "eat anybody because [they're] good guys and [they're] carrying the fire"
(129), the other inter-human relationships in the society have devolved to consuming human
resources (literally) to replace their role ofthe eco-system.
In the context ofthis new eco-system, the man and the boy are incapable ofidentifying
themselves to another person. When they find a traveler on the road, they do not have the ability
to define themselves in the setting ofthe world. The father asserts "we're not robbers" but when
the stranger then asks "what are you?" the man and boy have "no way to answer the question"
(162). Since the nature ofrelationships has transformed to cannibalism and isolation, the man
and the boy do not know how to define themselves, or how to respond to the stranger. Like "The
People of Sand and Slag," the 'human' tag no longer seems appropriate. The interaction affirms
that a community and eventually civilization cannot rebuild at this point, since human relations
depend on a functioning eco-system to physically support them and to give them context.
The context is not purely societal, however, and the relationships not strictly inter-human.
When the man tells the boy the dam will be around for "hundreds ofyears. Thousands, even" he
is immediately faced with the question "do you think there could be fish in the lake?" (20). The
version ofmortality is connected not with great human works, but placement in the eco-system.
The Road draws a careful distinction between this. Without life, even non-human life, the great
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works of man are not relevant. The long standing testament to humanity's time on Earth does not
matter because there is nothing left of the natural world to give the work relevance. A great dam
in a world without fish does not matter.
In each of the texts characters attempt to exist on a level outside of human interaction.
Whether through artificial simulation, dreams, or altering the state of their brains, the characters
all employ a means of escapism that is indicative of the degraded state of relationships and their
desire for a more fulfilling interaction.
The narrative of Feed takes place in two different realities-the external world, which is
rapidly becoming less important to the characters, and the world of the feed. When Titus and his
friends "go in mal" ( 237), they remove their minds from reality with a website that scrambles
their feed and limits their interactions. Even without illegal enhancements, the feed functions as
an alternate reality to physical communication. Link and Marty use a virtual game system the
feed offers, and "[can't] see anything,just the gamefeed ... " while they are using it(81). Under
normal circumstances the feed supplements reality with television shows and soothing
commercials. Removed from the physical world as they already are, they seek to remove
themselves further when they go into mal. The reality they exist in is not fulfilling, even when it
can be enhanced by the feed's immersive technology.
The characters in "The People of Sand and Slag" also seek to remove themselves from
the external world. Their environment has been turned into a wasteland, and weeviltech has
made food a free resource. Money the characters earn goes to leisure-vacations, body
alterations, and Immersive Response games, which allow "full immersion and feedback ...
people [get] so lost they [have] to take intravenous feedings or they wither away while they were
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inside" (Bacigalupi, 48). Like the feed, the Immersive Response games simulate physical
interactions, and indicate an absence of these in the physical world.
Bacigalupi uses Immersive Response artificial interaction systems to place technology in
opposition to the natural world. The characters decide the dog is not worth the relative costs
because "Immersive Response makes you smile" as well, which they argue is all the dog can do
anyway, "and you don't have to clean up after its crap" (54). The conflict between organic and
efficient resolves with the most economic choice, and establishes escapism as a priority over the
eco-system for these people who transcended evolution.
The Road takes a different approach to escapism by regarding it as dangerous. Unlike
Feed or "The People of Sand and Slag," there are no human interactions to return to after the
instance of escapism, only the loss. Because the present reality is so bleak, the father warns
against dreams "of some world that never was or some world that never will be" (McCarthy,
189). The eco-system is gone, so dreaming is no longer an artificial or alternate reality, but an
impossible one. The only reality left is hope for the boy's future, and even that hinges on
whether or not the father will be able to "take [the boy] with [him]" when he dies (279). The
presence of escapism in Feed and "The People of Sand and Slag" indicates a desire to transcend
or abandon their dystopian worlds, while the struggle against escapism in The Road directly
faces the consequences of anthropocentricism. The world in the road, "barren, silent, godless"
(4), offers no more room to escape absolute death. The dreams the father calls "siren worlds"
recollect the lost eco-system and good human relationships: "a flowering wood where birds flew
before them he and the child and the sky was aching blue" (18). Unlike Immersive Response or
going in mal, escapism from a world bereft of organic life pulls back to dreams of the organic. In
a shadow world in shades of grey, it is better to avoid "dreams so rich in color" because, like the
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father says, "how else would death call you?" (21). The true motivation behind escapism in the
texts is to return to the green world and organic interaction that is impossible without a
functioning eco-system. Since the characters in The Road do not have this option, escapism
becomes dangerous and morbid.
The flawed relationships the texts identify embody distance between humans and the eco
system in a setting where the organic has been disrupted or altered. A functioning role within the
environment is linked to fulfilling relationships, and removal from the environment eliminates
resources like language, community, and even the external world as a reference point for
identity. The absence of an eco-system in Feed, The Road, and "The People of Sand and Slag"
inhibits successful inter-human relationships, and in tum their own humanity.

III. Bodies

The changing nature of humanity in the absence of the natural world can be seen most
directly in the self-perception of the body. The sense of self in a physical context changes when a
functioning environment ceases to exist. Humans come to terms with understanding their body as
an organic component in an environment otherwise absent of natural life, or in some cases must
necessarily identify themselves as post-human, replacing their understanding of their bodies and
placement in an environment with inorganic or artificial substitutes.
Bodies in eco-apocalyptic fiction often take on technologically enhanced or inorganic
aspects of their new environment. They are framed as synthetic, altered, or otherwise removed
from the natural world. These characters' bodies are transformed into vessels, a form of
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dehumanization that allows the distance between the characters and the natural world to be
localized to their own bodies.
Titus normalizes his dependency on the inorganic part of his brain: "before [the feed was
invented] they had to use their hands and their eyes. Computers were all outside the body. They
carried them around outside of them, in their hands, like if you canied your lungs in a briefcase
and opened it to breathe (Anderson, 48). The natural world and the tools to interact with it have
been replaced with internalized technology. The body is no longer directly in contact with the
environment, but screened through the feed. This apparent detachment from the organic human
is emphasized with language attributed to character actions. People are described as "flat-lining"
(7) instead of spacing out, or being "broken" instead of ill (202). The slang indicates a shift in
character's self-perception. They understand their bodies in terms of a machine, and adopt
qualities of the inorganic.
The attack on Titus' feed reveals him in a different context, and his dependency on the
synthetic enhancement on his mind comes to light. When he discovers he cannot find the
feednet, he panics: "I couldn't find my Lunar GPS ... I was starting to get scared, so I tried to
chat my parents ...but there was no transmission etc., I was cUITently etc. So I opened my eyes"
(43). The natural functions of the body are suspended, and the inorganic sensory information
becomes primary. Titus treating his primary senses as secondary to technology reveals a deep
removal from the environment. Titus' lack of dependency on vision, or any physical sense,
demonstrates how the physical world has less value than the artificial one implanted in his head.
Technology has created a middle-man of senses, and widened the gap considerably between
humans and the natural world. Even language sUITounding the body lacks organic context. The
doctors working on Titus' hacked feed tell him "we're going to have to shut you off' (40), after
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which everything goes black like a computer screen. The way humans can be manipulated
through the feed removes them from free will and spontaneity associated with an organic
creature.
The feed has literally replaced many basic functions of the organic brain. Violet describes
what happens to the body when the feed malfunctions: "it's tied in everywhere ... the limbic
system, the motor cortex ...the hippocampus ... If the feed fails too severely, it could interfere
with basic processes. My heart could just..." ( 171 ). Humans have become physically dependent
on artificial means. The natural functions of the body can no longer support people, who have
opted for improved technology and an edge over others. The feed places distance between
human's role in their own natural processes. Not only are humans disconnected from the
environment, but from their own physicality.
The mechanical language is not exclusive to Feed, however. The three characters of "The
People of Sand and Slag" drop out of the HEV helicopter, and their "exoskeletons shatter like
glass, flinging leaves into the sky. The shards flutter down around [them], black metallic petals
absorbing [the] enemy's radar and heat detection whik[they] roll to jarred vulnerable stops in
muddy scree" (41). The three characters are described in loosely organic words. An exoskeleton
is still organic, while leaves and petals pull the reader to the garden imagery. These natural
images are amended, however, to 'black metallic petals' made of shards of shrapnel, geared
towards the purpose of redirecting enemy fire. The characters are twice removed from their
natural state-exoskeletons separate them from human, and the synthetic material that frames
them removes them from the natural.
Mastery over genetics allows the characters to manipulate the body to add aesthetic
changes. The narrator casually describes: "After dinner we sat around and sharpened Lisa's skin,
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implanting blades along her limbs so that she was like a razor from all directions" (42). The
image here presents the human as a tool, and other characters tune that machine to create an
aesthetic piece of equipment, both attractive and violent. The characters"[work] on cutting her
skin down to the bone and setting the blades" (43), a graphic and destructive scene described in
objective craftsmanship. This invasive manipulation ofthe body is a part oftheir society
"Derma-Decora parties" are a common occurrence, "so everyone could do their modifications
and help out with the hard-to-reach-places" (43). The casual manipulation ofa person's physical
form indicates removal from it. The characters acknowledge that their bodies are tools, and do
not have the instinctual fear of permanently damaging or altering them. Preserving their bodies
are not imperative to survival because they heals at such a rate that there is no vulnerability in
their physical forms. Even as they slice Lisa's skin, her bio-engineered"flesh [keeps] trying to
close before [they] [have] the blades set" (43). The characters' haphazard treatment of their own
bodies indicates they have lost touch with their physical forms, a parallel to their own intellectual
and cultural removal from the natural world.
The body as a vessel explores the most extreme instance ofrejecting the environmental:
the characters even reject their own bodies, exploit them for efficiency or enjoyment. For a
sexual fantasy, the narrator plans to"amputate [Lisa] for the weekend, to let her try what she had
done to [him] the vacation before. It was a new thing in L.A., an experiment in vulnerability"
(52). Deliberately disabling oneself as a form of play demonstrates both a destructive habit and a
foreign act for an living creature. The actions the characters take seem to contradict the basic
survival instinct. Bacigalupi plays into readers' anxieties about disassociation from the
environment with the sexual act. The narrator "lick[s] oil opals off her skin as [he] slice[s] off
her limbs, leaving her more dependent than a baby" (52), challenging not only the survival
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instincts of living creatures, but the relationships people have with their bodies. The sensual
language for such a violent act also reflects the society's idea of resources. On the most basic
level of survival the characters do not understand the concept of nonrenewable-Lisa's arms will
grow back by the next day. Their survival instincts have been manipulated to the point that they
see no consequence in exploiting anything. The scene asks-is the contemporary fear of
overextending environmental resources based on human dependency? The characters seductively
removing one another's limbs on the polluted remains of Hawaii's beaches suggests yes. When
humans become immortal, the environment no longer has a functional role.
Serving as the next step in the momentum of environmental apocalypse, The Road offers
a description of the man's wife in dead but natural language: "In dreams his pale bride came to
him out of a green and leafy canopy. Her nipples pipeclayed and her rib bones painted white. She
wore a dress of gauze and her dark hair was carried up in combs of ivory, combs of shell. .. "
(18). Though the images-green and leafy canopy, rib bones, ivory, and shell-are natural, the
accessories that adorn his wife are all decayed organic matter in the same grey scale as the eco
apocalyptic world.
A comparatively organic character or creature represents the fragility and value of the
natural world. This character's body is distinctly organic, even described in archaic words like
"swan" that the speaker should not have access to (Anderson, 41). The character closes the gap
with the reader and contrasts the society by managing to exist and survive as long as they do.
The artificial worlds reject these natural characters, and the tension between the inorganic society
and organic character is thematic to constructing value for a natural world most of the characters
have little knowledge of.
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Violet is an expression of the organic in Feed. Her name itself evokes images of life and
color, and the language describing her is full of natural imagery generally absent from the novel.
Her fingers feel "like the neck of a swan in the wind" (40), and she wears wool, "like from an
animal" (Anderson, 21), a concept alien to the other characters in the book who wear shiny
plastic coats. Violet's physical description relates to animals and the natural force of the wind
experiences that Titus, who grew up with little experience with the natural world outside of
humans, should not be able to recognize. Anderson closes the narrative gap and provides the
reader with a powerful natural image-the neck of a swan-to indicate that Violet is an organic
entity outside of her time.
Titus watches as she sips juice in zero gravity, admiring "the beauty of how that juice had
been born delicately from her lips, how it had been born whole, and how her tongue stood there
afterward to see the juice make its trembling progress into the world" (25). Titus visualizes
Violet in terms of fertility. Again Anderson steps in and provides the readers with an image they
may understand, though Titus does not-natural birth. Titus' mother tells him about his
conception: "we went right to the conceptionarium...told the geneticists what we wanted, and
your father went in one room, and I went in the other .... " (116-117). After that, Titus is born like
Violet, with no human presence in a room of machines. So when Titus describes the juice on
Violet's lips as 'born whole' followed by the maternal image of the tongue watching 'the juice
make its trembling progress into the world,' the narrative gap ha·s been breached for the reader to
recognize Violet as a fertile and organic symbol. Violet's introduction as a natural creature
contrasts the other characters and the world's setting and introduces a new approach to
understanding the society.
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Violet's close association with the natural world also makes her fragile. Violet explains,
"if you get the feed after you're fully formed, [the feedware] doesn't fit as snugly ...it's more
susceptible to malfunction" (170). So when Violet's feed does get damaged, her body does not
recover because it is not as compatible with the feedware as the others. The feed is not as much a
symbiotic part of Violet as it is for Titus and his friends, and the disharmony portrays her as
more naturally human. However, she is still physically dependent on it, and the tension between
Violet and her strained relationship with the artificial part of her body reflects in Titus' own
struggle between a holistic environmental consciousness in the product-driven society he was
raised. Violet finds that the society is an integral part of herself despite her awareness of her own
body, and needs the feed to establish a relationship with the society. Because Violet is a natural
symbol in a landscape of artificiality where all other elements of the natural have been replaced,
Violet is unable to survive.
Like Feed, "The People of Sand and Slag" narrates a society of physically enhanced
humans as they encounter the fragility of natural evolution. The invulnerability of the characters
creates a baffling gap between them and the fragile dog. Though the dog attempts to maul Jaak,
the man does not show any concern: "blood spurted around its muzzle as its teeth found Jaak's
arteries. Jack laughed. His bleeding stopped" (43). The haphazard reaction to physical harm
protects the characters from their own bodies. With invulnerability comes independence, and the
characters no longer need an eco-system to sustain life. The dog, however, represents the
opposite side, a creature still dependent on the natural world and trapped by its body's weakness.
Lisa says it "must be a bummer to wake up and find out you're at the end of your evolutionary
curve" (43). The comment neglects the fact that humans in this world have superseded their own
evolution, while truncating the evolution of the other life on the planet. In a clever arrangement
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of words, the subsequent action, "the dog growled, determined to hang on" (43), referring to the
physical act of mauling Jaak's arm, also serves as a response to Lisa. The dog's existence attests
to the hardiness of organic life, geared towards optimal survival without the assistance of
artificial modification.
Like everything else that is good in The Road, the positive and organic instances are set
in the past-even the boy is conceived before the apocalyptic event, though born after. The
transition from memories of birds and colors to the dead grey world they exist in is similar to the
process of decay. In the time after the apocalyptic event and the setting of The Road, the father
remembers the survivors, or pilgrims, " ... sitting in their rags by the side of the road like ruined
aviators ... Their eyes bright in their skulls. Creedless shells of men tottering down the causeways
like migrants in a feverland. The frailty of everything revealed at last. .. " (McCarthy, 28). Rather
than present a character, or a dog, as a representation of the lost natural world, McCarthy instead
tracks the progression of the society and landscape to express the decline. The sharp contrast of a
"green and leafy canopy" that exists in memories and "black water running from under the
sodden drifts of ash" is met in the middle by death and decay that takes the readers along the
journey with the dehumanized characters rather than showing them aspects of the natural world
within the artificial landscape as seen in Feed and "The People of Sand and Slag" (18, 16).
Isolated from the natural world, some characters believe that by dominating it they have
transcended it. The characters assume likenesses of gods, immortal, or magical beings because
they operate independent of the environment. This assumption of authority is countered by dark
references to the cyclic nature of rebirth in myth and apocalyptic tradition. Each eco-apocalyptic
society's rise is shadowed by an imminent decline voic_ed in the narrative if inaccessible to the
characters themselves. The characters can no longer consolidate the reality of their current bodies
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with their understanding of humanity, and assume their dominance over the natural world means
they have transcended the human rather than reduced it.
The 'voice of the feed,' the steady stream of media that transitions between select
chapters, offers an understanding that Titus would not have been able to reach alone:
And we are the nation of dreams. We are seers. We are wizards. We speak in
visions. Our letters are like flocks of doves, released from under our haJs. We
have only to stretch out our hand and desire, and what we wish for settles like a
kerchief in our pcilm. We m·e a race of sorcerers, enchanters. We are Atlantis. We
are the wizard-isle of Mu.
What we wish for, is ours. (Anderson, 149)
The voice, no longer the familiar narrator Titus, elevates the society above humanity and above
the natural world into the abstract realm of magic. This instance emphasizes the power of the
consumer market Titus is a part of, but in doing so also paints it as terminal and foolhardy.
Atlantis and Mu-short for Lemuria-are both fictional continents said to have possessed
advanced technology before their abrupt destruction (Lemuria). Though the passage elevates the
super-human power the society has achieved through advanced technology and an efficient
market system, the tem1inal tone darkens the glory.
Anderson recaps the transformation of the suburban world to metropolis, further
undercutting the feed's description of humans as divine immortals. The suburban world shows
"the deer foaling, nestled in Dumpsters like a Nativity" (94), emphasizing 'dumpsters' and
'nativity' to pair two unlikely words. Dumpsters are the new landscapes, not the traditional
natural world, but a contemporary landscape for a suburban environment. Anderson combines
foaling deer, dumpsters, and nativity to create a displacement of the holy from human to the
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natural world. The deer replace Christ in the scene, with the backdrop of human waste. The holy
has transitioned from a human attribute to a natural one, and indicates the two are now separate.
Though the feed pushes the divinity of humans through progress, an examination of the society's
evolution displaces divinity back to the destroyed natural world.
"The People of Sand and Slag" consider themselves above the eco-system as well, and
the "big brains and ...weeviltech and ... cellstims" that allowed them to outlive the eco-system
are, in that society, "everything that makes [their] life good" (Bacigalupi, 51 ). Though these
modifications allow the people of the society to forgo physical weaknesses, the poet Yearly
opposes the ideology that making life is a matter of getting "some building blocks and mak[ing]
something" as they do when creating centaurs (51). Yearly wrote:
Cut me I won't bleed. Gas me I won't breathe.
Stab me, shoot me, slash me, smash me
I have swallowed science
I am God.
Alone. (50)
The poet serve� as a springboard for Chet's self-doubt, and allows the reader to access the
society critically. Yearly satirizes the anthropocentric treatment of the world, and says that by
becoming m01:e powerful than the natural world, they have isolated themselves from it. Yearly's
cynical assessment of the culture allows Chet to later ask: " ... would [someone from the past]
even call [them] human?" (53). However, Lisa continues to voice the society's
anthropocentricism: "no, they'd call us gods" (53). Dominion over the natural world creates a
sense of superiority in the characters, though Bacigalupi hints at the danger of this when likening
their ejection from the HEV to "falling like Icarus" (42), a reminder of the dangers of presuming
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more than a mortal should. This cautionary allusion is emphasized with the last physical detail of
the short story: "the Sun sank red in the distance" (54), the natural elements melted the wax
Icarus needed to fly, and he fell to his death. Like the ominous foreshadowing behind Feed's
allusion to Atlantis and Lemuria, the patterns in myths assert themselves preceding a fall in the
eco-apocalyptic texts. Their bodies may have been altered above the reach of mortality, but the
characters are not gods.
Humanity's demise is already established in The Road, and the relationship between the
self and the divine differ as well. Though the characters seem generally disillusioned to the mass
hubris in Feed and "The People of Sand and Slag ," even to the idea of god in general, there are
several moments in which characters seek divinity. In one instance, the boy thanks the old
owners of a food bunker they happen upon:
Dear people, thank you for all this food and stuff. We know that you saved it for
yourself and if you were here we wouldn't eat it no matter how hungry we were
and we're sorry that you didn't get to eat it and we hope that you're safe in
heaven with God. (McCarthy146)
The boy thanks the owners in the forn1at of a blessing, or a prayer. Aspects of the vanished
society have come to replace ideas of god for the boy, who has never known society or a
community and his closest approximation of divinity is finding "the good guys" that "carry the
fire." To contrast the child, the father, who witnessed society before its decline, sees no divinity
in the past. Like the voice of the feed, the narration pulls back to omniscient and almost seems to
address the reader: "Do you think that your fathers are watching? That they weigh you in their
ledgerbook? Against what? There is no book and your fathers are dead in the ground" (196).
Divinity in the past is an ideal that meets cold contrast with reality.
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The Road does offer opportunities for divinity, however. With nothing alive but people,
human's connection through the body to the natural world is the only opportunity to access the
divine. When the man and the boy meet a stranger on the road, their mutual bafflement prompts
the man to think "perhaps he'd turn into a god and they to trees" (163). The idea categorizes the
man and the boy with the natural world, and the stranger-their first interaction with anyone that
is not hostile-is the traditional human vision of the divine. In that moment both gods and the
natural world are elevated to the same plane, and the importance of both are equally idealized in
their loss. The father asks the stranger, "what ifI told you [the boy's] a god?" but the man
responds "where men cant live gods fare no better" (172). The connection establishes a hierarchy
of divinity-men live off the natural world, gods live off men.In the loss of the natural world, all
aspects of divinity are disillusioned to the characters.
Independence through isolation and dominance over the natural world provides a
measure of power, which the characters often mistake for divinity. The note of impending
destruction underlies the notion of divinity, however. The stilted relationship with their own
bodies-a natural component that still remains a product of biology-parallels society's
relationship with the natural world. Each of the characters struggles to identify themselves when
their bodies are regularly seen as separate from them, resources to be used to their advantage.

Conclusion:

The eco-apocalypse is a new conversation, but not a new idea. Thomas Malthus' Essay
on the Principle of Population in 1798 implored England to be conscious of over-populating and
consuming resources, and the inhabitants of EasterIsland had plenty to say about resource
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scarcity. The apocalyptic treatment of environmental issues is a new and pressing topic, and the
eco-apocalypse has gained popularity both in framing the environment as a victim, like in
Margaret Atwood's The Flood, or the aggressor, like the recent film directed by M. Night
Shyamalan, The Happening. A combination of green guilt and planetary mortality combines to
create penance through dehumanization in the face of an eco-apocalypse.
People define themselves by their interaction with the environment, both positively and
negatively. In reflection of the anxiety that led Europe to start "a crusade against biotech crops"
because engineered plants are "a dangerous contamination of the human food supply" (Theil),
people are conscious of their physical connection with the eco-system and see the un-tampered
eco-system as ideal. In eco-apocalyptic fiction, the consumption of natural resources becomes
rare, if not absent. People are forced to consume man-made goods, from food to building
materials, to survive. This alteration and exclusion from the environment has· led to anxiety about
one's personal relationship with the eco-system.
The characters that survive without an eco-system are altered to be not only less human,
but less alive. Those in Feed and "The People of Sand and Slag" physically have parts of their
biological body upgraded with a man-made enhancement, while in The Road, humanity slips
away with the eco-system and civilization. A certain amount of regret and self-blame exists in
these texts, where mistakes, pared down to what John Joseph Adams describes as "our love for
the simple solution to the complex problem" in his introduction to "The People of Sand and
Slag" (39), lead to destructive results for the environment. The characters act out a penance for
their behavior in the environmental apocalypse. These apocalyptic retributions can be seen in
Orson Scott Card's Pastwatch, Ray Bradbury's Martian Chronicles collection, and Philip K.
Dick's Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?. The environmental destruction is linked to a
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direct act that humans have committed. Even The Road, with its notoriously ambiguous
apocalypse, has a deterministic quality about it and warns that there is "No fall but preceded by a
declination" (McCarthy, 15).
The ecological apocalypse functions within the pattern of the apocalyptic tradition in
myth and popular culture. The society misbehaves in some way, so the gods punish them, or they
develop bombs, or plants start smacking people, and the cycle starts over. The apocalypse is
supposed to be a cosmic spring cleaning, designed to purify the world once more. In Earth
Abides, George Stewart says Homo sapiens will have only "three wholly sincere mourners"
(Stewart, 60), and those will be lice. An eco-apocalypse ends the cyclic nature of apocalypse,
however. Once the eco-system is dead, there is no foundation for a new society or landscape to
build upon. The diminished interactions the characters experience with the landscape,
community, and their own bodies as a result of departing from the natural world indicates how
strongly the environment enhances humanity. The eco-apocalyptic novels articulate an
interdependent relationship with the environment-not just for resources, but self-identity in the
eco-system's greater mechanism.
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